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GOOGLE TESTING FULL EMOJI REACTIONS IN
MESSAGES, REPORT
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The full emoji reactions panel replaces the seven default emojis that users could react with
earlier | Photo Credit: Reuters

Google is testing a full emoji picker panel for some users, according to a report from The Verge.
The panel appears when users tap the “plus” icon that brings up the full emoji picker organised
by category.

(For insights on emerging themes at the intersection of technology, business and
policy, subscribe to our tech newsletter Today’s Cache.)

Recently used reactions appear at the top. 

The full emoji reactions panel replaces the seven default emojis that users could react with
earlier. 

The expanded emoji reactions appear to be limited at the time, with only some users having
access to it. 

The extra reactions are messy right now, depending on the communication standards supported
by users’ smartphones.  

Emoji reactions appear to be working fine if both parties are using the RCS standard that Google
has been pushing for some time. However, on Samsung devices, the app shows reactions as a
separate message, the same is also the case for iPhone users.

Google had earlier tested new delivered/read indicators and photo picker redesign in Google
Messages.  
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Comments have to be in English, and in full sentences. They cannot be abusive or personal.
Please abide by our community guidelines for posting your comments.

We have migrated to a new commenting platform. If you are already a registered user of The
Hindu and logged in, you may continue to engage with our articles. If you do not have an
account please register and login to post comments. Users can access their older comments by
logging into their accounts on Vuukle.
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